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Histogram Equalization is still there. However, the process now has a new look. The new channel mixer view gives you more control over what part of the image is boosted in intensity, so you can boost sepia tones and skin tones as well as blues, purples, greens, and oranges. You get control over brightness and contrast, but no way of altering perspective other than set it
to Normal. For more on the new feature, see this video: YouTube Video: Photoshop CS5 and Version 24 Change Your S&Q The Camera Raw interface allows you to edit raw images and develop custom settings for RAW conversion. Photoshop also supports the new Microsoft Professional Photographer (MPP) workflow that is part of Microsoft Office 2013, and it allows you
to create IQ profiles to make it easier on your clients. Adobe expects you will do so for 17 million images in 2016. The update makes RAW conversion easy and fast, but it will add a cool pretty JPEG instead of the much-needed Rounded Corners option. The feature has been requested for years and is one of the most-requested decisions from the software. Adobe Mix is a
new creative tool that lets you create unique workflows. Its aim is to provide people with a way to make their own unique workspaces. You can drag and drop shoot-edit-copy tools together to create a workflow without having to resort to scripts. Blend behaves a little differently than other applications—the Blend mode, which includes the blending options needed for
laying pixels over one layer or another, is not available on the layer context menus. Instead, it’s the button of a layer's properties window. The blend buttons and the area behind them are active only when you select a layer in the Layers panel or navigate to that layer’s thumbnail in the toolbox. To navigate to a layer in the Layers panel, as described in Chapter3, click the
thumbnail or crosshairs in the thumbnail row when viewing the Layers panel to the right of the toolbox.
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